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About This Game

Nordenfelt is a steampunk shoot 'em up game for Windows.

The game is set in an alternative history timeline where steam-powered machines are still the state of the art. Mechanical
behemoths are invading the lands, just to get shredded to pieces by you.

It's your turn now to shoot your way through masses of obscure vehicles while dodging hails of bullets. Unlock powerful
equipment and send those intruders back to hell even faster.

Features

good old-school vertical scrolling shooter fun!

unlock equipment after each completed level
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non-linear gameplay: tackle each level separately as often as you want

rank system: the better you play the harder it gets

bullet grazing: get higher scores by keeping close to enemy bullets

online leaderboard

to date unreleased electrical beam weapons from Nik Tesla ;)
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Title: Nordenfelt
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Black Golem
Publisher:
Black Golem
Release Date: 14 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1,5 GHz single core

Memory: 1500 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2 and 200MB GPU RAM should work

Storage: 100 MB available space

Additional Notes: Microsoft Visual C++ 2015 Redistributable needs to be installed

English
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I can't compare this with any other mode of the JU 87, but for the price, I can't knock it. The cockpit and the exterior have a lot
of detail and it's handling is believably sluggish - similar to most of the descriptions I've read.. A boring, overdone experience.
Nothing of interest to be seen here, spend your money somewhere else.. This is a lovely little game, which I would describe as
more of an interactive storybook. The mechanics are quite simple: you guide a little spirit on her quest to find out who she is
and what became of her. The real pleasures here are in the evocative visuals and especially in the beautiful Celtic music. It may
be a short game, but I legitimately got a little choked up at some of the endings.. I was surprised at how tense this game can get -
and how good it can feel when just the right card pops up and saves the day. I picked it up on a whim after seeing it on Twitter
and I'm glad I did. =). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHp7dd1uIUI. bought the game a while ago and have only just
realised that the cleopatra expanasion isn't included, went to the sierra web site and they dont even list the game anymore. Got
the game "bundle" through steam but there is no update to solve this problem. Such a shame as is a very good game, just missing
the next stage.. --{Mission Difficulty}--
\u2610 Sans
\u2610 You can't beat this unless you grind
\u2611 Grind until ~20-40
\u2610 Beat this easier than Endeavor's wife

--{Price}--
\u2610 Worth the price ten times over
\u2610 Simply, yeah
\u2611 If you enjoy the mission aspect of this game, buy it. Otherwise I would recomend against it.
\u2610 NOPE

--{Actual Content}--
\u2610 Adds an amazing amount of content to the game
\u2611 Adds main DLC plus bonus items for beating the mission
\u2610 Adds one thing
\u2610 Writing this was time I'll never get back

6\/10 (A passing score, however be weary purchasing this is you have not played the game yet.). Before I played:
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丶 ￣ _人'彡). It was never a great game to begin with, but revisiting it lately for the Steam spring cleaning event... well I can say it
has not aged well at all... I'm not going to get into specifics, but overall, clunky gameplay and a blatant lack of polish does it for
this one.

There's probably a modicum of fun to be had playing in local coop, but I would only purchase it if you've already exhausted
your other options and only if you are a hardcore D&D fan. Even Dungeons and Dragons Heroes, launched almost 10 years
earlier on Xbox would be a more interesting option.. A very cool game, It is fun to play and you get addicted very fast.
The difficulty is perfect, not to easy and not to hard. You have to use your brain to get thru some of the maps.

It is a nice story. Don't rush thru the game, take your time and be patient, read the text.
There is alot of trolling in this game.
And I know Veibyn has a great sence of humor so watch out! xP
I love it.

Well done Veibyn! :D
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Fun little game, worth picking up on sale if you like simple, cartoon, dungeon crawlers. It has a little zelda feel, but not as
advanced and very limited. Easy to pick up and play when you have limited time. Good for most ages. Got it on sale when its
already low priced lol.. Best soundtrack for life!

The songs are the memorable tunes from NotGTAV. The money from NotGTAV was donated to charity so they needed to
make a DLC\/soundtrack to get some income and this soundtrack is GOLD!

Buy it to support the developers or just to enjoy JACKET POTATO or the mysterious BONUS TRACK that has the best cover
of the King of Pop!

I rate this 9\/10 because of the great idea of the developers and for the GREAT MUSIC!. Nice maps and good story addition..
Nope, nope. Nope. It can be fun for a goof, but there's no actual game; the controls and tools only make it frustrating and
impossible at certain points, which is the only challenge. The game doesn't reward you for succeeding by giving you better tools
or higher-paying customers, it only allows you to keep on playing in case you don't fail and spend your money on useless
decorations. Feels like it was made specifically for let's play videos, which strikes me as disingenuous. Would make for a fun
minigame sequence within some other title.. Don't play unless you like being frustrated. The game is structured in an impossible
way. You are literally unable to progress much past the point you start at. Many of the beards are impossible to recreate, due to a
lack of tools (choice between giant buzzer and scissors that cut out huge chunks at a time) and shape (some beards don't even fit
into the canvas you are given). The rent increases so dramatically that it isn't plausible to ever buy any of the upgrades, such as a
new location, new hires, or decorations. In fact, surviving past 15 minutes seems unlikely. On top of all this, the actual game
mechanics are sketchy at best. There's no way to see how accurate your trimming was, and the subsequent reward seems random
at best. You often get a bigger reward for matching the color alone rather than attempting to trim the beard. I would NOT
recommend this game to anyone, though I should mention that my baby sister had a fantastic time giving every customer neon
green chest hair until the rent timer ran out and forced her to restart the game.
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